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Special Events

W

ith meticulous attention to

detail and a knowledge developed
over 30 years of continuity, Pine
Ridge Vineyards produces wines that
showcase 200 acres of premier estate
vineyards

across

five

renowned

appellations in the Napa Valley.
Poised and balanced, these finelycrafted wines reflect a distinctly
classic style, serving as an elegant
complement to food today or aging
gracefully into the future.

For further information on hosting
your event with us, please contact the
Pine Ridge Vineyards Special Events
Department at 707-257-4734.

Cellar 47
Deep within the reaches of one of our winery
caves, Cellar 47 offers a lavish and intimate
venue for your special occasion. This unique
and beautiful space can accommodate up to
12 guests.

Cabernet Caves
Take an evening stroll down our candlelit
corridors to the heart of our winery’s cave
system and enjoy a grand dining experience
130 feet underground amongst our barrels of
aging wine. Our dining room can seat up to
140 guests.

Unforgettable
Experiences

W

ine and food are meant to be enjoyed
together, and we can’t imagine a better way to do
so than by hosting a special event at the winery.
We can provide a variety of different experiences
for you and your guests, from a casual picnic in our
Estate Gardens to an elegant evening of dining
in our Cabernet Caves, with delectable courses
prepared by our winery chef. Pine Ridge Vineyards
offers a culinary and sensory experience that is
unparalleled in the Napa Valley.

Demonstration Vineyard
Dine under our gazebo among the vines, and
enjoy breathtaking views of our estate. We
hold our annual Lobster Fest in the summer
in this idyllic venue which seats up to 120
guests.

Estate Gardens
A tranquil space filled with trees and flowers,
our Estate Gardens can accommodate your
picnic lunch, a cooking class, or an elegant
affair with passed hors d’oeuvres. Capacity
is 24 on the lower level and 12 on the upper
terrace.
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